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Today’s goals 
1.  Assemble a field guide for a qualitative in-depth interview, including 

opening questions, key questions, and closing questions 

2.  Assess how each question within a field guide addresses the main 
research question 

3.  Evaluate individual questions within a field guide for 
appropriateness to qualitative data collection 

4.  Describe important interviewer skills for a successful in-depth 
interview 

5.  Practice key interviewer skills for a successful in-depth interview, 
including probing, note-taking, and rapport building 



 
 

Meme reactions 



In-depth Interviews  

•  Start with the assumption that what the informant has to say is 
meaningful. 

•  Elicit information from a single informant about the research 
topic based on his or her own experience and perspective. 

•  Should feel more like a conversation than an interview.  

•   Informant leads the conversation 



Interview Guide 

�  Semi-structured interview – Interview structure and questions 
based on a guide you already created, but with a loose structure 
that allows for deviation and encourages the informant to do the 
bulk of  the talking. 

�  Field guide will outlines topics that to be covered in the 
interview, suggested wordings, and potential probes. 

�  It is not necessary to ask every question on the interview 
guide. 

�  It is not necessary to ask the questions in the order they are 
listed on the interview guide. 



It IS Necessary to: 
•  Identify which questions or topics the informant has the most to say 

about. 

•  Pay attention to each answer and know how a response fits with the 
general themes of  the interview. 

•  Follow up on interesting ideas or topics that are not covered in the 
interview guide. 



The field guide 
�  List of  questions used by interviewer 

�  Aids in your memory during the interview 

�  More or less structured based on research purpose 

Rule of  thumb: <20 questions (but it depends!) 



Common interview structure 
1.   Introductory points 

�  Introduce yourself  and research, explain 
format of  interview, explain how data 
will be used 

2.   Consent 
�  Explain consent sheet, get signature. 

�  Ask permission to record 

�  Ask if  its ok to start 

3.   Open interview 
�  Reminder of  confidentiality, express 

appreciation 

�  Gather background on interviewee 

�  Age, education, other demographic 
details 

4.   Opening questions 

5.   Key questions 

6.   Closing questions 

7.   Close interview 
�  Thank participant again.   

�  Schedule next interview. 

�  Explain dissemination plan if  you have 
one. 



Asking good questions 



Open-ended questions 
For the next series of  questions, write your answers on a piece of  
paper. 



Is the shirt red or yellow? 



Are these shorts striped or 
solid? 



Do you see trees or flowers? 



Do you see trees or flowers? 



Rephrasing the Questions 
�  Why might we want to ask these questions in a different way? 

�  How can different questions give us different answers? 

�  Let’s come up with some ways of  rephrasing these questions 



Open-ended Phrases 
�  Tell me about… 

�  Please explain… 

�  Could you talk about… 

�  Please discuss… 

�  Could you describe… 

�  Others? 



My Revision 

Before:  Is the shirt red or yellow? 
 
After: Explain this shirt to me, please. 



Before:  Are these shorts striped or solid? 
 
After: Tell me about these shorts 

My Revision 



Before:  Do you see trees or flowers? 
 
After: Can you look at this picture and talk 
about it? 

My Revision 



Before: Do you see trees or flowers? 
 
After: Please discuss this landscape for me. 

My Revision 



Open-ended vs. Close-ended 
Questions 

�  Open-ended requires the participant to think and reflect 
�  Give us feelings and opinions 

�  Hand control of  the interview to the respondent 

�  Close-ended can be answered with a single word or phrase. 
�  Give us “facts” 

�  Are easy and quick to answer (usually) 
�  Interviewer has control of  the conversation 



Leading Questions 
�  Are worded in such a way as to influence the participants 

response; they lead the participants along a certain line of  
thinking. 

�  Examples of  leading questions? 



Non-leading Questions 
�  Non-leading questions are free of  your own opinion and do 

not influence the participant. 

   

�  They let people answer in their own voice. 

�  It can be really difficult to avoid leading questions, but do your 
best! 



Leading Questions and 
Revisions 

Example 1:  Which one is leading? 

 

�  How do you feel about the support the campus police 
department provides? 

�  How good is the support the campus police department 
provides? 

 

 



Leading Questions and 
Revisions 

Example 2:  Which one is leading? 

 

�  What fears do you have when you consider the current political 
climate? 

�  How do you feel about the current political climate? 

 

 



Leading Questions and 
Revisions 

Example 3:  Which one is leading? 

 

�  What actions do you take to make sure you get enough sleep? 

�  Tell me about how premed students talk about sleep? 

 

 



Reflexivity in and about our interviews 

�  How do you portray yourself ? 

�  The interviewee is evaluating you as soon as you 
meet 

�  Dress appropriately 

�  Think about how your introduce yourself  

�  Power relations 

�  Empathy 

�  Gifts, incentives, thank you 

�  Sharing results from study 



Taking Field Notes - Memos 
During the interview: 

�  Notes should be taken casually and in a manner that does not cause the respondent to stop talking. 
�  Notes are critical to help guide your interview. 
�  It may help you to circle or underline key words so that you know what to return to. 
�  It can be difficult at first! 

�  Field notes are very important because they help explain your experience with the interview. 
�  Reflections on what you have learned. 
�  Observations about participant behavior. 
�  Thoughts on what worked well or what didn’t work. 
�  Questions suggested changes or analysis 
�  Themes or thoughts to explore in the future. 

 



Expanded field notes 
1. Interview Context  

Time 
Place / Setting 
Other relevant information 

2. Theoretical Memo 
Overall goal of  interview 
Major themes 
Reflections on participant’s story / reactions 

3. Methodological Memo 
How did the participant react to the interview? 
How did you react to the participant? 
What worked well in this interview? 
What could have been improved? 

 

4. Follow-up 
What would you like to explore next? 

5. Self-reflection 
What do you think you did well? 

What would you like to improve? 



In your groups 
�  Work together to rephrase your interview questions.  



Next Time 

�  4/24: Focus Group Discussions 

•  Expert – Lauren Olson 

�  In-Depth Interview Assignment Due May 1 

�  State primary and local elections June 5 

�  https://students.ucsd.edu/student-life/involvement/voter.html 


